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In this paper, we present complete message-passing implementation that shows scalable per-
formance while performing exact inference on arbitrary Bayesian networks. Our work is based
on a parallel version of the classical technique of converting a Bayesian network to a junction
tree before computing inference. We propose a parallel algorithm for constructing potential ta-
bles for a junction tree and explore the parallelism of rerooting technique for multiple evidence
propagation. Our implementation also uses pointer jumping for parallel inference over the junc-
tion tree. For an arbitrary Bayesian network with n vertices using p processors, we show an
execution time ofO(nk2m + (wn
2 +wN logn+ rwwN + rwN logN)/p), where w is the
clique width, r is the number of states of the random variables, k is the maximum node degree
in the Bayesian network, km is the maximum node degree in the moralized graph andN is the
number of cliques in the junction tree. Our implementation is scalable for 1 ≤ p ≤ n for moral-
ization and clique identification, and 1 ≤ p ≤ N for junction tree construction, potential table
construction, rerooting and evidence propagation. We have implemented the parallel algorithm
using MPI on state-of-the-art clusters and our experiments show scalable performance.
1 Introduction
A full joint probability distribution for any real-world systems can be used for inference.
However, such a distribution grows intractably large as the number of variables used to
model the system grows. Bayesian networks2 are used to compactly represent joint proba-
bility distributions by exploiting conditional independence relationships. They have found
applications in a number of domains, including medical diagnosis, credit assessment, data
mining, etc.6,7
Inference on a Bayesian network is the computation of the conditional probability of
the query variables, given a set of evidence variables as knowledge. Such knowledge
is also known as belief. Inference on Bayesian networks can be exact or approximate.
Since exact inference is known to be NP hard5, several heuristics exist for the same. The
most popular exact inference algorithm for multiply connected networks was proposed by
Lauritzen and Speigelhalter2, which converts a given Bayesian network into a junction tree,
and then performs exact inference on the junction tree.
Several parallel implementations of exact inference are known4–6. However, while
some of them only deal with singly connected network; others only consider a part of the
independent operations. Shared memory implementations of the various stages of exact
inference in parallel exist3,4, but to the best of our knowledge, this is the first parallel
message passing implementation of the entire process: structure conversion from Bayesian
network to junction tree, the construction of potential table, rerooting the tree according to
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the evidence provided, and inference calculation with multiple evidence on junction tree.
The scalability of our work is demonstrated by experimental results in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief background on Bayesian
networks and junction trees. We explore the parallel conversion from Bayesian network
to junction tree in Section 3. Section 4 discusses parallel exact inference on junction tree.
Experimental results are shown in Section 5 and Section 6 concludes the paper.
2 Background
A Bayesian network exploits conditional independence to represent a joint distribution
more compactly. A Bayesian network is defined as B = (G,P) where G is a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) and P is the parameter of the network. The DAG G is denoted as
G = (V, E) where V = {A1, A2, . . . , An} is the node set and E is the edge set. Each node
Ai represents a random variable. If there is an edge from Ai to Aj i.e. (Ai, Aj) ∈ E , Ai
is called a parent of Aj . pa(Aj) denotes the set of all parents of Aj . Given the value of
pa(Aj), Aj is conditionally independent of all other preceding variables. The parameter
P represents a group of conditional probability tables (CPTs) which are defined as the
conditional probability P (Aj |pa(Aj)) for each random variable Aj . Given the Bayesian
network, a joint distribution P (V) can be rewritten as P (V) = P (A1, A2, · · · , An) =∏n
j=1 Pr(Aj |pa(Aj)). Fig. 1 (a) shows a sample Bayesian network.
The evidence variables in a Bayesian network are the variables that have been instan-
tiated with values e.g. E = {Ae1 = ae1 , · · · , Aec = aec}, ek ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Given
the evidence, we can inquire the distribution of any other variables. The variables to be
inquired are called query variables. The process of exact inference involves propagating
the evidence throughout the network and then computing the updated probability of the
query variables.
It is known that traditional exact inference using Bayes’ rule fails for networks with
undirected cycles5. Most inference methods for networks with undirected cycles convert
a network to a cycle-free hypergraph called a junction tree. A junction tree is defined
as J = (T, Pˆ) where T represents a tree and Pˆ denotes the parameter of the tree. Each
vertex Ci (known as a clique) of T is a set of random variables. Assuming Ci and Cj are
adjacent, the separator between them is defined as Ci ∩ Cj . All junction trees satisfy the
running intersection property (RIP)2. Pˆ is a group of potential tables (POTs). The POT of
Ci, denoted as ψ(Ci), can be viewed as the joint distribution of the random variables in Ci.
For a clique with w variables, each taking r different values, the number of entries in the
POT is rw. Fig. 1 (d) shows a junction tree.
An arbitrary Bayesian network can be converted to a junction tree by the following
steps: Moralization, Triangulation, Clique identification, Junction tree construction and
Potential table construction. Fig. 1 (b) and (c) illustrate a moralized graph and a trian-
gulated graph respectively. Sequential algorithms of the above steps were proposed by
Lauritzen et al.2. To the best of our knowledge, parallel algorithm for potential table con-
struction has not been addressed in the literature.
In a junction tree, exact inference proceeds as follows: Assuming evidence is E =
{Ai = a} and Ai ∈ Cj , E is absorbed at Cj by instantiating the variable Ai, then renor-
malizing the remaining constituents of the clique. The effect of the updated ψ(Cj) is prop-
agated to all other cliques by iteratively setting ψ∗(Cx) = ψ(Cx)ψ∗(S)/ψ(S) where Cx is
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Figure 1. An example of (a) Bayesian network; (b) Moralized graph; (c) Triangulated graph; (d) Junction tree.
the clique to be updated; S is the separator between Cx and its neighbour that has been up-
dated; ψ∗ denotes the updated POT. After all cliques are updated, the distribution of a query
variable Q ∈ Cy is obtained by P (Q) =
∑
R ψ(Cy)/Z where R = {z : z ∈ Cy, z 6= Q}
and Z is a constant with respect to Cy . This summation sums up all entries with respect
to Q = q for all possible q in ψ(Cy). The details of sequential inference are proposed
by Lauritzen et al.2. Pennock5 has proposed a parallel algorithm for exact inference on
Bayesian network, which forms the basis of our work.
For the analysis of our work, we have assumed a Concurrent Read Exclusive Write Par-
allel Random Access Machine (CREW PRAM) model. In implementation, each processor
contains a portion of the data, and they interact by passing messages.
3 Parallel Construction of a Junction Tree from a Bayesian Network
Given an arbitrary Bayesian network B = (G,P), it can be converted into a junction
tree J = (T, Pˆ) by five steps: moralization, triangulation, clique identification, junction
tree construction and potential table construction. In this section, we discuss the parallel
algorithms used by us in our implementation.
3.1 Structure Conversion
In parallel moralization, additional edges are inserted so that all parents of each node are
pairwise connected. The input to our parallel moralization algorithm is a DAGG = (V, E).
The output is a moralized graph Gm = (V, Em). The DAG G is represented as an adja-
cency list. Each processor is sent a segment of the adjacency array. Assuming node vi
is assigned to processor pi, pi generates a set pa(vi) as the set of vi’s parents and sends
pa(vi) to the processors where vi’s parents are assigned. Each processor works in parallel.
Then, every processor pi receives a set pak from its k-th child. If vi is not connected to a
node vj ∈ pak, they are connected so that vi is moralized.
In triangulation, edges are inserted to Em so that in the moralized graph all cycles of
size larger than or equal to 4 have chords. A chord is defined as an edge connecting two
nonadjacent nodes of a cycle. The optimal triangulation minimizes the maximal clique
width in the resulting graph. This problem is known to be NP hard5. The input to our
triangulation algorithm is a moralized graph Gm = (V, Em). The output is a triangulated
graph Gt = (V, Et). Et is the union of the newly added edges and Em. In order to improve
the speed of exact inference in the junction tree, the triangulation method should minimize
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the maximum clique width in the resulting graph, which is known to be NP hard8. In this
step, each processor is in charge of a subset of Gm. The cycles of size equal or larger than
4 are detected and chorded by inserting edges.
In parallel clique identification, the cliques of the junction tree are computed on each
processor. The input is a triangulated graph Gt = (V, Et) and the output is a group of
cliques {C1, · · · , CN}. Gt is also represented as an adjacency array. Each processor obtains
a segment of Gt and forms a candidate clique for each node vi in parallel. Each processor
then uses the details of all the cliques to verify if there exist Ci, Cj s.t. Ci ⊆ Cj . If so, the
candidate clique Ci is removed. Each processor performs the candidate clique verification
in parallel. The survived cliques form the output.
Parallel junction tree construction assigns a parent to each clique identified in the
previous step. The input to our parallel junction tree construction is a group of cliques
{C1, · · · , CN}. The output is junction tree structure T which is an adjacency array repre-
senting the connections between cliques. To satisfy the RIP, we need to compute the union
Uj = C1∪C2∪· · ·∪Cj−1 for Cj , j = 1, · · · , N . We use the well-known parallel technique
of pointer-jumping1 to perform the computation in O(logN) time for N cliques. Then,
each processor computes in parallel the intersection Ij = Cj ∩ Uj and finds Ci ⊇ Ij from
C1, · · · , Cj−1 so that Ci can be assigned as the parent of Cj .
3.2 Potential Table Construction
Potential table construction initializes a POT for each clique of a junction tree using the
CPTs of the Bayesian network from which the junction tree is converted, and then converts
the initial POTs to chain set POTs. The input to the parallel potential table construction is
the Bayesian network B = (G,P) and the structure of the junction tree T. The output is
Pˆ, a group of POTs for the cliques of junction tree J = (T, Pˆ). In parallel potential table
construction, each processor is in charge of one or several cliques. The processors work in
parallel to identify those nodes A that satisfy A∪pa(A) ⊆ Ci for each clique Ci. Then, the
CPTs of these identified nodes are multiplied in parallel to produce the initial POT for each
clique. Each processor then converts the initial POTs to chain set POTs in parallel. The
conversion process is as the same as the inference in junction tree except for the absence of
evidence variable. We use a pointer jumping based technique to parallelize the conversion
from initial POTs to chain set POTs. The details of the pointer jumping based technique is
addressed in Section 4.
3.3 Complexity Analysis
The analysis of the execution time is based on the Concurrent Read Exclusive Write Par-
allel Random Access Machine (CREW PRAM) model. i.e. concurrent read access to the
same data by different processors is allowed, but concurrent write is not.
The execution time of moralization is O(nk2/p) where n is the number of nodes, k is
the maximal number of neighbors in G, and p is the number of processors. Triangulation
and clique identification take O(k2mn + wn
2/p) time, where w is the clique width and
km is the maximal number of neighbors in Gm. The execution time for junction tree
construction isO((wN log n+wN2)/p) whereN is the number of cliques of the junction
tree. The potential table construction takes O(rwN(w + logN)/p) time where r is the
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number of states of a variable. Both moralization and clique identification are scalable
over 1 ≤ p ≤ n; while junction tree construction and potential table initialization are
scalable over 1 ≤ p ≤ N .
4 Parallel Inference in Junction Trees
We discuss parallel inference in junction tree in two situations: when the evidence variable
is present at the root (see the clique with thick border in Fig. 1 (d)) of the junction tree and
when the evidence variable is not present at the root of the junction tree.
When the evidence variable is present at the root, the root absorbs the evidence by
instantiating the evidence variable in its POT. Then, the pointer jumping technique is used
to propagate the evidence throughout the complete tree: Each clique Ci sends its POT
ψ(Ci) to its children ch(Ci) and receives a POT from its parent pa(Ci). Each clique’s
POT ψ(Ci) is updated using ψ(pa(Ci)) independently. As Ci may have multiple children,
the sending of the POT to each child is performed in parallel. Then, we set ch(Ci) =
ch(ch(Ci)), pa(Ci) = pa(pa(Ci)) and perform the evidence propagation again. Assuming
each clique is assigned to a processor, the whole tree is updated inO(logD) time whereD
is the depth of the junction tree. Each update requires rewriting a CPT, taking O(rw) time
with one processor.
When the evidence variable is not present at the root, we extend the parallel tree reroot-
ing technique5 to make the clique that contains the evidence variable as the root of a new
junction tree. We compute the depth-first search (DFS) order α of the cliques starting from
the clique with evidence variable. Each processor in parallel gets a copy of α and modifies
the edge direction if it is inconsistent with α. There is no change in POTs and separators.
The execution time of parallel rerooting technique isO(|E|Nw/p)where |E| is the number
of cliques with evidence. Once the clique containing evidence variable becomes the root,
we perform the parallel evidence inference as the same as that in the first situation.
Since the number of cliques containing evidence is bounded by N and D ≤ N , the
execution time of parallel inference algorithm is bounded by O(rwN(logN)/p) where
1 ≤ p ≤ N .
5 Experiments
5.1 Computing Facilities
We ran our implementations on the DataStar Cluster at the San Diego Supercomputer Cen-
ter (SDSC)9 and on the clusters at the USC Center for High-Performance Computing and
Communications (HPCC)10. The DataStar Cluster at SDSC employs IBM P655 nodes run-
ning at 1.5 GHz with 2 GB of memory per processor. This machine uses a Federation
interconnect, and has a theoretical peak performance of 15 Tera-Flops. Furthermore, each
channel is connected to a GPFS (parallel file system) through a fibre channel. The DataStar
Cluster runs Unix with MPICH. IBM Loadleveler was used to submit jobs to batch queue.
The USC HPCC is a Sun Microsystems& Dell Linux cluster. A 2-Gigabit/second low-
latency Myrinet network connects most of the nodes. The HPCC nodes used in our experi-
ments were based on Dual Intel Xeon (64-bit) 3.2 GHz with 2 GB memory. The operating
system is USCLinux, a customized distribution of the RedHat Enterprise Advanced Server
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Figure 2. An example of (a) Random Bayesian network; (b) Linear Bayesian network; (c) balanced Bayesian
network.
3.0 (RHE3) Linux distribution, with MPICH for communication. The Portable Batch Sys-
tem (PBS) was used for resource allocation and management.
5.2 Input Bayesian Networks
We experimented with three types of Bayesian network as the input: random, linear and
balanced. Each Bayesian network has 1024 nodes and each node is binary (r=2). We ran
the program with 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128 processors for each of three networks.
The random Bayesian network (Fig. 2 (a)) was initially generated as a random graph.
Representing the initial graph as a adjacency matrix, we modified the matrix to ensure
the following constraints: (1) It is an upper-triangular matrix; (2) The graph is connected;
(3) The number of 1s in each row and column is limited by a given constant known as
node degree. These constraints leads to a legal Bayesian network structure. Assuming all
nodes are binary, the CPT for a node A was generated as a table of non-negative floating
point numbers with 2 rows and 2|pa(A)| columns where |pa(A)| is the number of parents
of A. In our experiment, the clique width w = 13. The linear Bayesian network (Fig. 2
(b)) is a chain: each node except the terminal ones has exactly one incoming edge and
one outgoing edge. As |pa(v)| ≤ 1 ∀v and w = 2, the CPT size is no larger than 4.
The balanced Bayesian network (Fig. 2 (c)) was generated as tree, where the in-degree of
each node except the root is 1 and the out-degree for each node except the leaves and last
non-leaf node is a constant. So, we have |pa(v)| ≤ 1 and w = 2.
5.3 Experimental Results
In our experiments, we recorded the execution time of parallel Bayesian network conver-
sion, potential table construction and exact inference on junction trees. We added together
the above times to obtain the total execution time. The results from DataStar Cluster are
shown in Fig. 3 and the results from HPCC in Fig. 4. We are concerned with the scala-
bility of the implementation instead of the speedups. From these figures, we can see that
all the individual steps and the total execution time exhibit scalability. Scalability is ob-
served for all three types of Bayesian networks. The execution time for random networks
is larger than others because the maximal clique width of the junction tree created from
random Bayesian network is larger. The experimental results reflect the scalability of our
implementation, confirming that communication does not overshadow computation over a
significant range of p.
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Figure 3. The execution time of exact inference on
DataStar.




In this paper, we presented our scalable parallel message passing implementation of all
the steps involved in exact inference starting from an arbitrary Bayesian network. We also
estimate the execution time for each step in this paper. Our implementation was done using
MPI and we presented the experimental results from state-of-the-art clusters to show the
scalability of our work. For future work, we intend to investigate the parallelization of
exact inference at different levels while maintaining scalability.
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